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IT’S PROBABLY TIME TO SELL

I am a broker. 

I earn a success fee when a doctor sells his or her professional practice. 

Disclaimer!! I am not without bias.

The ROI Corporation mantra has always been that a doctor should only sell his or her practice when they are sick, sick, and tired of it or 
financially secure. That has never changed and never will.

But, if you are looking to make liquid the asset that is your practice in the next year, it is time to sell right now. 

Why is that?

Rising interest rates however temporary will cause a deflation in business valuations.  
An overwhelming number of baby boomer dentists that are preparing for sale will increase supply into the market, which frankly is 
desperately needed.

Why did practice values escalate so rapidly over the last decade?

The first answer is an overwhelming number of new graduate dentists from our Canadian dental schools and overseas requalifying dentists 
who have put extreme pressure on the market from the demand side. 

The second variable is the corporate phenomenon and an insatiable appetite from private equity finance to buy up as many profit producing 
practices as possible. 

And most importantly, there has been an ever-ready system of bank financing lending 100% loan value with no 
money down, which has lubricated the market beyond most peoples’ exaggeration. 

With all of that said, nothing is constant, and everything is changing rapidly.

Without the multitude and conversations and data points available to me daily, 
one only must look at the demographics of our aging practitioners. I predict 
a steady increase in retirement age sellers choosing to divest in the very short-
term future. I also predict nervous purchasers or purchasers that will walk away 
from the marketplace because of rising interest rates. One must only refer to the 
economic laws of supply & demand. The writing is on the wall it seems.

If you are sick, sick, and tired of it or financially secure, this is the time to engage 
a professional appraiser. Find out what your practice is worth right now because it 
might be too late to sell during this current economic cycle. 
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